Your wedding at the Byron
… to make unique and exclusive the most important day of your life together…
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Your wedding, an unforgettable day.
Our aim is to help you to make your wedding unique, into the refined and elegant
atmosphere of the Hotel Byron, where every detail is designed to give you extraordinary
emotions.
In the picturesque setting of the Villa, the team of Hotel and Restaurant Magnolia, 1 star
Michelin, will assist you in the definition of every detail, to support, advise and fulfill your
wishes. In order that your dream come true.

The Hotel
The Byron Hotel, 5 star luxury hotel, is located in the heart of Forte dei Marmi, on the
waterfront where you can overlook the most famous beaches of Versilia.
The Hotel, although renewed in its rooms, has kept the historic character of patrician villa,
as a summer residence and intimate retreat of Jose "Pepito" Caferino Canevaro, Duke of
Zoagli, personality with cosmopolitan character and unconventional spirit. He wanted to
build the villa in the first half of the last century to welcome the family and circle of friends
belonging to the beau monde.
The Hotel have panoramic views of either the Tyrrhenian Sea or the private garden, with,
in the background, the Alps.
Overlooking the garden and the outdoor swimming pool, the large terrace of the Hotel is
perfect for hosting welcome drinks, aperitifs and cocktail buffet under the starry sky or
away from the sun thanks to its white sails.
Thanks to a lamellar structure, recently constructed, you can dine by the pool from May to
September, without fear of the whims of middle seasons, as spring and autumn.

Restaurant La Magnolia (1 star Michelin)
High refined and inspiring gastronomy.

Staying at Hotel Byron means also be delighted by the fine cuisine of the restaurant La
Magnolia.
Recipes made with the freshest ingredients, sourced directly from local producers, to offer
specialties of local tradition and creative dishes inspired by fantasy.
Chef Christopher Trapani will propose for your wedding reception culinary creations
worthy of its Michelin star. A cuisine which is characterized by being tasty but light,
forthright and not too elaborate, but rich in creativity, flavors and scents of Tuscany.
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Why would you choose the Hotel Byron for your wedding reception?
The advantages of getting married at the Hotel Byron are manifold:
we offer 10% discount on rates of the rooms for stays on the occasion of your
wedding, background music with CD selection made by the Hotel Byron and
wardrobe assisted service;
should you wish to plan your hen / stag at the Twiga of Forte dei Marmi, we can
guarantee you a 10% discount;
finally, we will be happy to offer a discount of 10% for lunch or dinner for 2
persons at the Restaurant La Magnolia of the Hotel Byron, within 6 months after
the wedding.
We are also pleased to offer you our wedding gifts:
for weddings during the months of April, May, September and October a double
room will be offered to spouses to spend the first night with us;
free indoor parking for the car of the newlyweds;
free trial menu for 2 persons, as a result of confirmation of our wedding quotation.
Details of service:
o water placed on the tables;
o wine served by our staff, who will try to operate ensuring maximum discretion to
diners.
The service is available until midnight. The final number of guests at your wedding
reception will have to be notified within 7 days of the day of marriage.
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Other services available on request for marriage
Hotel Byron can also offer the following services on estimate:
o graphic design and printing of the menu that you choose for your guests;
o limo and luxury car service;
o Helicopter service with transfer to the Hotel;
o cake personalization;
o photo and video;
o hairstylist and make-up artist;
o the bride's bouquet and floral decorations;
o corner of sugared almonds;
o tasting cigars, rum and chocolate.

Wedding Assistant
On request, the Hotel Byron can offer a 360° service, thanks to our Wedding Assistant who
will follow you in all phases of the event definition, also supporting you in the selection
and supervision of the above mentioned services related to your wedding.
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The wedding cake
Emblem of the beginning of a life of sharing and love, the wedding cake represents
the culmination of the festival and has the honor of closing the wedding banquet.
Some of our proposals.

For any information about the wedding at the Hotel Byron and for a visit of our
facility, please contact us by email at info@hotelbyron.net
or call us at +39 0584 787052.
We look forward to hearing back from you!
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